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Conspiracy thinking is defined as a pattern of explanatory reasoning about
events and situations of personal, social, and historical significance in which a
"conspiracy" is the dominant or operative actor. While conspiracy thinking
exists to some extent probably in every society, the authors note the special
Middle East, and
prevalence of this type of thinkingin the Arab-Iranian-Muslim
offer a psychoanalyticallybased approachto conspiracythinkingbased on theories of the paranoid process. The authors also attempt to identify aspects of
Arab-Iranian-Muslimculturethatmaypredisposeindividualsfrom that cultureto
conspiracy thinking, especially child-rearingpractices, attitudes toward sexuality, and the role of secrecy.
KEY WORDS: conspiracy;Middle East; Iran;Arab;psychoanalysis;paranoia.

It is probablysafe to say that conspiraciesand conspiracy thinkinghave a
universal, if not uniform, appeal. Certainlyin our own culture there is a longstandingfascinationwith the conspiracy:an invisible, insidious, uncannyforce,
plotting various kinds of evil-murder, assassination, revolution, the rise and
fall of stock markets, and certainlythe victories and defeats of political leaders.
Conspiraciesare frequentlyconjuredup in popularculture. There are many
movies with conspiratorialthemes, for example, The ManchurianCandidate,
TotalRecall, The Package, The Boys FromBrazil, FIX, and ThreeDays of the
Condor. The television series TwinPeaks had its shareof conspiratorialpremises,
and Umberto Eco's immensely popular novels, The Name of the Rose and
Foucault's Pendulum, revolve aroundconspiracies. Journalsand books abound
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with accountsof alleged conspiraciessurroundingthe assassinationsof President
John F. Kennedy,Robert Kennedy,and MartinLutherKing.
In American political life conspiracies, both real and imagined, abound.
Besides the cases mentionedabove, legendaryconspiracytheories center on the
various "red scares," Watergate,the Iran-contraaffair, and the so-called "October surprise."Blacks, especially black Muslims, appearto hold more frequently
to theories of oppressiveconspiraciesbeing perpetratedby whites in generaland,
increasingly,by Jews in particular.Such theories are employed both to explain
actual traumaticstates of affairs, such as the spreadof AIDS, the pervasiveness
of drugs in black communities, and the appallinglylow life expectancy of black
males, and also to rail against what is seen as the white establishment, an
example being the claim that birthcontrol is a means of checking the growthand thereforethe power-of the black community.
There are full-time conspiracytheoristsand grandconspiraciesand conspirtheories
that include the Protocols of the Eldersof Zion, the Illuminati, and
acy
their more recent variants-among them the ideologies of Adolf Hitler, Lyndon
LaRouche, and others. And, of course, the recent presidentialcampaign was
markedby the accusationsof independentcandidateH. Ross Perotthata conspiracy against him and his family existed within the RepublicanParty,forcing him
out of the race in July of 1992, accusationsthat were quickly branded(by those
who did not quite believe him) as "paranoid"and "crazy."
Conspiracies are an empirical reality, and the very notion of conspiracy
clearly has a powerfulhold on the imaginationsof many people. Yet conspiracies
are frequentlyinvoked to explain events or states of affairswhen, by any reasonable set of criteria,no conspiracyexists. Moreover,one often gets the sense that
such a misidentificationis not a mere mistake but ratherthe expression of a
tendency to interpretthe world in a particularway.
This tendency is what we call "conspiracythinking,"and in this paper we
sketch out an accountof the psychodynamicand culturalfactors involved in this
phenomenon, with special referenceto the Middle East-what we call, for lack
of a more precise term, "Arab-Iranian-Muslim
culture"-as a case study.
In order to build our psychodynamic account, we turn to some of the
literatureon a psychological cognate:paranoia.This connection is meant neither
to pathologize an entire area of the world nor to trivialize paranoia. There are
obvious differences between the two. Paranoiais a psychosis, a serious mental
illness. Conspiracythinkingis not. In paranoia,delusions are almost always of
conspiraciescenteredon oneself. In conspiracythinkingthereis no need thatthis
be the case. However, thereare equallypowerfulsimilarities:both are essentially
patternsof reasoningaboutthe world in which conspiraciesplay a role thatis out
of proportionto reality. The similarities and relationshipsbetween conspiracy
thinking and paranoia are more than accidental. Conspiracy thinking is isomorphic with, though not identical to, paranoia.Therefore, we briefly examine
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some classic and contemporarypsychiatric and psychoanalytictheories of the
paranoidprocess for clues to what might predispose individuals to conspiracy
thinking.
A psychoanalyticapproachto conspiracythinkingdirectsthe investigatorto
the role of early individual experience. Therefore, we next examine ArabIranian-Muslimculture for practices (especially child-rearingpractices) and beliefs which may be salient for conspiracy thinking. We conclude that Middle
Eastern culture, as reflected in common child-rearingpractices, is particularly
likely to foster patterns of perceptions and expectations in individuals which
constitute a tendency toward conspiracy thinking as a response to intense or
chronic psychosocial stressors.
With the wealth of materialsso close to home, why does this paperfocus on
the Middle East?First, the authorssharea special interestin the history,politics,
and culturesof the Middle East, and are more familiarwith that areaof the world
than with others. Second, anyone even slightly acquaintedwith the Middle East
will have been struckby the frequencywith which conspiratorialthemes appear
in narrativeaccountsof national,regional, and internationalaffairs.Examplesof
this kind of thinkingrangefrom the mundaneand plausibleto the trulygrotesque
and fanciful. An Egyptian Islamic leader, speaking on Cairo radio, recently
offered this apt, if extreme, example:
Darwin's theory is anotherfaded theory. Like communism, Masonry,secularism,etc., it
is a child of Jewish thoughtand should not be taughtin our Islamic country.America and
Britainnow prohibitits teachingbecauseof its weakness. And we try to study it! Why? As
for Freud, he wantedto implementDarwin'splot againstour Islamic society, as indicated
when he said, "My mind will not rest nor my eye close until I see humanityreturnto its
origin"-i.e., to its ancestor the ape. He meant that women should go out with their
genitals uncovered like apes. The lewdness we see in our streets is merely an immediate
translationof this propositionand of this sinful plot.

Conspiracytheorieslike this one, centeredaround"theGreatSatan,""Zionism," "imperialism,"and "Bolshevism,"along with all their permutations,have
been employed to explain many of the political, military,economic, and social
defeats and setbacks sufferedby the Arabs and the Iranians.
A numberof these conspiracytheoriescirculatedin the Middle East following the Gulf war. The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait has been seen, variously, as a
Zionist-imperialistplot to provide a rationalefor destroyingthe armedmight of
the foremostArabmilitarypower, as a sting operationprovokedby the Israelisto
weaken the Palestiniancause, as a plot to subvertthe integrityof the Saudiruling
family, and as a conspiracy to deliver the Persian Gulf into the hands of "the
imperialist"-the United States.
But no countryhas producedsuch bizarreand pervasiveconspiracytheories
as has Iran since the victory of the clerics in the Islamic Revolution. Many
Iraniansbelieve, for example, thatthe United Stateshad determinedthatthe shah
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was so friendly with the Soviet Union that he was no longer a reliable buttress
against communist penetrationof the Middle East. The U.S. then identified
fundamentalistIslam as a potent enemy of communism. The result was the
topplingof the shah and the triumphof the Ayatollah. Otherexamplesof conspiracy thinkingabound. The following are drawnfrom broadcastsof the Voice and
Vision of the Islamic Republic, the official radio station of the clerics.
Once again the Westernmedia is enacting its satanic role, and this time in the Caucasus,
where it is trying to fuel tensions and spark armedclashes between Soviet Azerbaijanis
and the Armeniansby blatantlybackingthe ChristianArmeniansect. The sinisterplot has
put the Muslims of Soviet Azerbaijanunderpolitical pressurewith the great Satanopenly
goading Moscow to suppressthe alreadyoppressedMuslims. (January19, 1990).
Are Westerngovernmentsand pro-Westernersinside the Soviet Union tryingto divert the
useful and positive aspects of Gorbachev'sperestroika?Are they using the Azerbaijan
incidentsto divertperestroika,which has become the sourceof determinationand faith for
the deprivednations of the so-called ThirdWorld,towardthe swamp which the West has
prepared for it? Are they trying to implement a plan in the Soviet Union's southern
republicssimilar to the one they implementedin the Lebanonin recent years? . . . Have
the West and Westernelements reached the conclusion that also by killing and expelling
Muslims, they can create anotherIsrael? Or if not Israel, anotherLebanon?(Ettela'at,
January23, 1990)
Historicalexperience, logical deduction, and the foundationof beliefs all emphasize that
with the victory of the independence-seekingand anti-oppressionrevolution, the domineering powers are not preparedto accept the new conditions and will not give up their
inclination for superiority.Rather,in keeping with their impurenature, they conspire to
returnto the unequalconditions of the past. The materialisticworld view dominatingthe
oppressors makes them test such conspiracies so as to bring about results as soon as
possible. Hence, the oppressorsgive priorityto militaryandeconomic conspiracies, and if
they do not succeed, they set their hopes on cultural conspiracies. (A Message from
Ayatollah Khomeini to Iranianhajj pilgrims, 1987)

These passages do not describe fully developed conspiracies, nor is there
evidence as to the extent to which these claims are believed by their audience.
Yet at least Islamic Iran sees conspiracytheories as plausible to its constituents
and is willing to advancethem frequently-evidence for our contentionthat, for
whateverreasons, conspiracythinkingis an especially familiarmode of reasoning in the Middle East.
Conspiracy thinking is not unknown in other areas of the world, though
examples as florid as the above may not be so easy to find. For example, the New
YorkTimes, in February 1990, quoted a Western diplomat as saying of the
Romanians,"Thereis paranoia,schizophrenia,manipulation,and fear of manipulation. There is a lot of suspicionalways looking behind, behind. This is partof
a traditiongoing back hundredsof years. You are not going to overcome the
Balkan elements, what these people are."
As for explanationsof the evidentpower of conspiracythinking,a varietyof
commonsense accounts offer themselves. For example, a friend of one of the
authorsattributesthe propensityof his fellow Ukrainiansfor such tendencies to
superstitiousnessand xenophobia. He traces the propensity'shistorical roots to
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the period when diverse ethnic groups and nationalitieswere in the process of
"inventing,"as he calls it, theirhistoriesin an effortto accountfor theirhistorical
fates. This latterremarkis interestingin light of the discussionto follow, in thatit
links conspiracy thinking, albeit indirectly, to processes of world-makingand
sense-making.
Similarly, a Polish friend has suggested that EasternEurope in general is
suffused with conspiracythinking. He explains the phenomenonby the fact that
the peoples of EasternEuropehave historicallybeen trappedbetween two powerful empires, Russia and Germany. Having never been in charge of their own
destinies, they have come to see the world as the productof the sometimes overt,
sometimes clandestine actions of more powerful others. And here, again, is a
theme that will become more prominentlater on: that of passivity.
A more rigorous, and therefore,one hopes, more powerful, explanationfor
the pervasiveness of conspiracy thinking is rooted in the idea that massive and
rapid political and social change may disruptthe capacity of individuals to use
existing cultural constructionsto account for the new realities, which the first
author of this paper has referredto elsewhere as a "sense-makingcrisis" (see
Zonis, 1984). When individualscan no longer make sense of their worlds, when
the realities of change outpace their capacities to rearrangethe components of
their cultural systems to account for those changes, such a crisis may ensue.
These crises induce regressionin mental processes and facilitate the eruptionof
more primitive ideation, including conspiracy thinking.
Unfortunately,the flowering of conspiracythinkinghas far outpacedsocial
science researchon the subject. No doubt this is due in partto the relegation of
the phenomenonto the domainof mentalillness, a realmconventionallyavoided
by social scientists on the ground that it contains little of value for the study of
normative social processes-though this does not explain the equally serious
lack of psychiatricinterestin the topic. In any case, the attitudeof social science
is certainlyin conflict with Freud'snotion that investigationof mentaland social
pathology is a most useful tool for understandingnormalfunctioningof psychological and social systems.

THE OVERDETERMINATION OF CONSPIRACY THINKING
Conspiracy thinking is a complex phenomenon. To account for it fully
requiresanalysis at a numberof levels, including the psychological, historical,
cultural, social structural,and political. In a word, conspiracythinking is overdetermined.This overdeterminationis one of the aspects of conspiracythinking
that differentiatesit from paranoia,which likely has a ratherdifferentconstellation of causes.
However, as we have alreadynoted, therehas been extremelylittle research
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on conspiracythinkingfrom any of the social sciences, and we make no pretense
of attempting, in a short essay, to erase this deficit by attemptingto give a
definitive or all-encompassingaccountof conspiracythinking. Instead, we offer
an account which focuses on the levels of psychology and culture and ignore
other factors. In doing so, we are not making any implicit claims such as that
conspiracythinkingis a mentalillness to which Arabs, Iranians,and Muslims are
especially prone, nor are we insinuatingthatArabor Iranianor Muslim cultureas
a whole is pathological.Rather,we are simply makingone contributionfrom one
area of the social sciences, that in which both authorsare best-versed.
Conspiracies, of course, are an objective fact as well as a subjective fact.
That is to say, as prevalentas the tendency may be to find conspiracies where
none exists, anyone can thinkof numerousexamples of actualconspiraciesfrom
his or her own experience, from reading the newspapers, or from studying
history. Nothing said here should be understoodto deny that conspiracieshave
existed, do exist and will exist, that groups of people collaborate to achieve
hidden, malevolent ends.
The Middle East appears to have been disproportionatelysubject to the
experience of conspiracies. No wonder, then, that Arab-Iranian-Muslimculture
would assume theirgeneralpresence. But we areconcernedhere with the tendency to invoke conspiracies out of proportionto their actual presence or efficacy,
insofar as those things can be determinedby rational, dispassionatereflection.
Moreover, we argue that this propensityis not uniformly distributed,that it is
particularlyprevalentamong certainpeoples, in particularin the Middle East, for
reasons that include psychosocial ones.
Therefore,in any comprehensiveaccountof conspiracythinking,the historical experience of a society, people, or culture must be taken into account. In
addition to the cultural and psychodynamic factors which we address in this
paper, one must also ask: to what extent has the existence of actualconspiracies
operating as actors in political and social affairs conditioned or predisposed
people to interpretevents or states of affairs as the effect of a conspiracy?
WHAT IS CONSPIRACY THINKING?
"Conspiracythinking"is a patternof reasoningabout the world in which a
"conspiracy"or "plot"is the dominantor operativeelement of the explanatory
model. As a preliminarystep, we can identify what appear to be four basic
components of the notion of a conspiracy:
1. A numberof actorsjoining together
2. in a secret agreement
3. to achieve a hidden goal
4. which is perceived to be unlawful or malevolent.
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However, the above four elements describe a wide variety of phenomena,
including, for example, a gang planning a jewelry store robbery. While such
plots aretechnicallyconspiracies,the most frighteningor dangerousconspiracies
involve an additionalelement, namely,the sense thatthe membersof the conspiracy are departingfrom their familiar patternsof activity, that perhapsone does
not, after all, know a personor institutionthatone thoughtone knew well. Thus,
an importantaspect of conspiracy,and of conspiracythinking, is the perception
of the existence of a hiddenreality behindthe familiarreality,the idea that what
one thought was going on all the time was in fact, in large part, an illusion or
deception.
Conspiracythinking has some powerful attractionsas a way of construing
the world. A recent articleon "conspiracynuts"in SPY Magazinesummedthese
attractionsup well, at least for the Americanvariant:
Like religion .. .conspiracy-theorizing is one way of makingsome powerfulsense of the
world. Even as it terrifies, it can comfort: everything's out of your hands. You're the
perpetualunderdog, and all you can do is point out the connections and rail. Hardcore
conspiracy-theorizingis also a no-lose proposition,immuneto self-doubt. Because whether you're a nut or a hero, the fact that no one is publishing or airing or even paying
attentionto your storyproves you're right. Like the theoriesof the Aesthetic Realists, who
wear VICTIMOF THE PRESS buttonsand believe theirviews on artand theirtechniques
for "reversing"homosexualityare being ignored by the media in "the most hurtfulsuppression of knowledge in history,"your theory becomes more credible precisely because
They won't touch it. And so you find the strengthto continuefeeding your own particular
tapeworm.

Of course, the mere fact thata personexplains some event or state of affairs
by attributingit to the machinationsof a conspiracydoes not, in itself, meritthat
person's inclusion in the category of "conspiracythinkers."Given the existence
of conspiracies in fact, pointing out a conspiracymay perfectly express reality.
Historicalfacts such as the Iran-contraaffairshouldbe enough to make one pause
beforejudging any person'sconspiracytheoryas "crazy."(In fact, the prevalence
of conspiracythinkingin the Middle East may very well be due, in part, to what
seems to be a prevalenceof actualconspiraciesin the political life of the region,
very often perpetratedby outside powers, especially the United States. For
accounts of such conspiracies by former American CIA agents, see Roosevelt
(1979) and Copeland(1969).) What we are interestedin here is quite different:a
preferencefor, even an obsession with, a belief in the manipulationof events by
a secret, sinistercabal as an explanationfor the cruelties, misfortunes,and even
petty annoyancesthat the world visits upon its inhabitants.
PARANOIA
One need not have a deep familiaritywith psychiatryor psychoanalysis to
recognize the similaritiesbetween conspiracy thinking and paranoia.These in-
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clude the blamingof othersfor one's own misfortunesand failures, the belief that
others harbor,usually secretly,destructiveor evil intentionstowardoneself, and
a "suspicious and unrevealing"attitudetoward others. (LeVine 1982, p. 271,
draws similar parallels between paranoiaand witchcraftbeliefs in Africa.)
While one must always be careful when drawingparallelsbetween psychiatricillnesses and less severe syndromes,we believe thatexaminingthe paranoid
process is likely to provide fruitful insights in studying the psychodynamicsof
conspiracy thinking. Therefore, in what follows we examine the etiology, dynamics, and determiningfactors of both paranoiaand what the Diagnostic and
StatisticalManual of MentalDisorders (DSM-III-R)of the AmericanPsychiatric
Association calls "paranoidpersonalitydisorder."
Paranoiais listed by the DSM-III-Ras a psychosis, the "essentialfeatures"
of which are "persistentpersecutorydelusions or delusionaljealousy, not due to
any other mental disorder."These delusions "may be simple or elaborate and
usually involve a single theme or connected themes, such as being conspired
against, cheated, spied upon, followed, poisoned or drugged, maliciously maligned, harassed, or obstructedin the pursuitof long-term goals. Small slights
may be exaggeratedand become the focus of a delusional system."
This paper assumes that the deficits and stressors that may predispose an
individual to conspiracy thinking are similar to, if less intense than, those involved in the etiology of paranoidpsychosis and paranoidpersonalitydisorder.
To make clear the distinction between a psychosis and a similar pattern of
ideation with a basis in more normalfunctioning, psychiatryhas distinguished,
as noted above, between paranoiaand "paranoidpersonalitydisorder,"the latter
being essentially a prepsychoticor neuroticform, in which "theremay be paranoid ideation or pathologicaljealousy, but there are no delusions."
In turn, we suggest that conspiracythinkingmay be thoughtof as a "disorder" less severe than, though similar to, paranoidpersonalitydisorder.We call
conspiracythinkinga disorderbecause, particularlyin its more intense forms, it
representsa narrow,distorted,and oversimplifiedview of the social and political
world, and leads to unrealisticassessmentsof the state of things and unrealistic
expectationsfor the future. Yet it must be distinguishedfrom psychiatriccategories because what we are dealing with in conspiracythinkingis not essentially an
individualpsychological phenomenon,not an individualaberration,but ratheris
primarilyconstitutedby culturalforces. Nevertheless, the following discussion
of theories of paranoiais offered on the assumptionthat such theories apply as
well to paranoidpersonalitydisorderand to conspiracythinking.
A majorissue in the historyof attemptsto accountfor paranoiahas been the
role of homosexuality. Freud's theory of paranoia, presented most fully in his
analysis of Schreber's memoirs (Freud, 1911) and in subsequentpapers, saw
homosexuality, transformedby a process of repression, inversion, and projection, at the core of paranoia.(It is worthnoting thatFreudnever gave an account
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of the construction of the elaborate delusional system that is characteristicof
paranoia.)
However, Freud, in some shorter papers on paranoia, also suggests that
homosexuality is not, in fact, the primaryfactor in paranoia.In these papershe
sees paranoiaas a manifestationof unconqueredarchaicnarcissism,expressedin
the individual's choice of a person of the same sex as a love object. (In fact,
Grauer(1955) interpretsFreudas saying thatthe homosexualfixation is itself the
result of the partial success of the patient's recathexis of the external world
following a regressive episode. The paranoiddelusions are then interpretedas
homosexual impulses or as defenses against such impulses.) This is a more
plausible account. First, unresolved primary narcissism can be expressed in
many ways other than in homosexuality. Freud's alternative formulation can
account for the empiricalevidence that homosexual ideation is not a significant
componentof paranoiddelusions. Second, and more important,Freud'salternative view, which emphasizesregressionto primitivenarcissismand the primitive
defense of projection,lays the theoreticalbasis for othertheoriesof the paranoid
process, most notably that of Norman Cameron.
More useful than a debate over Freud are other theories by contemporary
psychoanalystsand psychoanalyticallyoriented social scientists. These theories
are much more experience-nearthan the theoreticalformulationsof Freud. They
appearto have the capacityto accountfor the featuresof paranoianoted by Freud
while simultaneouslyprovidinga bridge to social science study of the world of
the paranoidpatient. We will discuss here two of the most interestingand persuasive of these theories, that of Russell Meares (1988) which emphasizes the role
of secrecy in the paranoidprocess, and that of NormanCameron(1943, 1959),
which focuses on the constructionof the delusional system, what he calls the
"paranoidpseudo-community."
Meares argues that "certainforms of paranoidexperience arise through a
failure in the 'act of secrecy,' an idea first put forwardby Janet."For Meares,
"the child's attainmentof the concept of secrecy representsthe birthof the self,"
for it "heraldsthe birth of an inner life which is conceived as distinct from the
outer world" (Meares, 1988, p. 653). Failuresin the parentalenvironmentmay
cause the sense of what is innerto become precariousand insecure and lead to a
variety of pathologies, one of which is paranoia.
Meares reviews Sullivan's discussion of the "uncanny,"and supplementsit
with "Winnicott'sconcept of annihilation-a sense of nothinginside one, and of
discontinuity of being" that can result from traumaticfailures of the mother's
attentionin infancy (660). Mearesnotes that"unthinkableanxiety is like a hole in
the psyche" (661). A child will carrythroughouthis life the traumaof the break
in life's continuity describedby Winnicott, though that traumamay be more or
less successfully dealt with. "Since overwhelminganxiety is disorganizing, the
episodes cannot be structuralized,but insteadmake up a zone of formless terror,
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the not-me, which it is necessaryto dissociate from the otherpartsof the individual's rememberedexperience"(661). Later in life, traumaticexperience, especially separations,may trigger a repetitionof anxiety from this "place." When
relatively mild, such anxiety is called the experience of the "uncanny."When
such experiences become overwhelming, they threatenthe individual with psychological disintegration.As disintegrationanxiety becomes intolerable,the individual is compelled to reduce it. One approachto reducinganxiety is delusion
formation, which at least gives rudimentaryform and meaning to experience.
Meares, then, sees certainkinds of paranoiaas having their origins in two
different early trauma-inducingexperiences: traumaticseparationsand experiences of intrusionand persecution. Such experiences cause deficiencies in the
structuralizationand definition of self, which in turnleave the individualwith a
heightened vulnerabilityto similar traumatain later life. These traumatamay
bring about experiences of "unthinkable"or "disintegration"anxiety, to which
the psyche responds by forming delusions, which give structureand shape,
however distorted, to the individual'sexperience.
Norman Cameron'sclassic paperson paranoia(1943, 1959) share Meares'
focus on what might be called the "phenomenology"of paranoia,but Cameronis
particularlyinterestedin the delusions of the paranoidindividual.
Cameron provides a sociological-psychoanalytic theory of paranoia in
which individuals with a deficiency in social learning, especially in the social
skills underlying communication, react to unusual stress with withdrawaland
regression. As a means of making their way back to the social world, these
individuals construct, out of the fragmentsof the social behavior of others, a
"pseudocommunity"whose actions seem focused on them; in short, paranoid
ideation. In his originalpaper(1943), Camerontracesparanoiato an inabilityto
appraiseaccuratelythe motives, thoughts, and feelings of others, an incapacity
to imagine oneself in the place of another-that is, an incapacityfor empathy.
Under stress, the susceptibleperson's upset and confusion are aggravatedby this
handicapand by his consequentinabilityto suspectjudgmentpending confirmation of his or her suspicions. Alreadyisolated, the paranoidbegins to accumulate
evidence that carries him "towarda more and more delusional interpretationof
what seems to be going on aroundhim."
In a laterpaper(1959), Cameroncarrieshis theoryforwardby attendingmore
closely to paranoidpatients' accounts of their own experiences. The paranoid
defendshimself againstanxietyby projectinginto social realityhis threateningand
previously unconscious motivations, a move which requires "a perceptualand
conceptual reorganizationof object relations into an apparentcommunity"centered on him. Because the motives projected were hostile and destructive, the
pseudocommunityis hostile and destructive. The patient often rounds out the
conspiracy against him with imaginarypersons who usually serve as "helpers,
dupes, stooges, go-betweens, and masterminds"(Cameron 1959, p. 56).
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In his later paper, Cameron notes that paranoid delusion-formationhas
positive and adaptiveaspects. He recognizes thatthe motive for the construction
of the pseudocommunityis the need to make sense of one's environment. As
Cameron says, "the final delusional reconstructionof reality" often brings a
sense of relief to the patient, for now he "knows" what the danger is, and
something can be done about it.
Combining the insights of Meares and Cameron, we can constructa rudimentarystory of the genesis of paranoiaand relatedstates. First,passivity seems
to be a prominent feature in both paranoia and conspiracy thinking. In both
phenomena the individual places him- or herself at the center of attentionof a
malevolentcoalition, which he or she is helpless to counteract.This passivity is
no doubt related to regression, which Freud as well as Meares and Cameron
emphasize, to a stage of infantile narcissism (Freud) or to an experience of
psychic disintegration (Meares). The importance of regression explains the
prominence, in paranoiaand conspiracy thinking, of projection as the primary
defense. Melanie Klein, for example, suggested that projection is perhaps the
earliest and most primitive defense.
How can we utilize these insights to understandconspiracythinkingand the
role of culturalfactorsin it? We hypothesizethatconspiracythinkingis a form of
paranoid-likethinkingor reasoningthat occurs especially in response especially
to stressors that evoke either experiences of traumaticpassivity, a repetitionof
disintegrationanxiety first experienced in childhood (Meares), or frustrationor
incompetence in negotiating social situationsunder stress (Cameron).Conspiracy thinkingas comparedwith paranoiaentails additionalfactors. In a sense, the
notion of the individualmust be expandedto include peoples and their cultures.
The experience of passivity must be construedto include not only the experiences of individuals but also the historical experiences of entire peoples and
resultingculturalconstructionsof reality.Thus, a higher incidence of conspiracy
thinkingwould be found among peoples with lengthy experienceof being dominated by others. Frustrationin social situations also has a counterpartin the
difficulties some culturesand nationshave in integratinginto the largercommunity of nations. Such problems have faced the nations of the Middle East for
some time and appearto be reflectedin the conflictualattitudesof Islamic leaders
toward modernizationand toward the West. Such conflicts will also come to
afflict states emerging from the chaos left after the breakupof the Soviet Union
and the collapse of communism.
Other contributionsof culture are more significant, however, for our account of the phenomenon of conspiracy thinking-child-rearing practices that
may engender early childhood experiences described by Meares; the role of
secrecy in society; and attitudes toward sexuality, in particularthe degree to
which sexuality (especially homosexuality)is shroudedin secrecy and the degree
to which certainsexual experiencesare associatedwith passivity. If our hypothe-
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sis regardingconspiracythinkingis correct, evidence should be forthcomingthat
culturesupplies a predispositionto conspiracythinkingvia
Arab-Iranian-Muslim
these routes.

CONSPIRACY THINKING, PARANOIA, AND THE MIDDLE EAST
This foray into conspiracythinkingis not meantas a diagnosis of any group
of people as "paranoid"or "psychotic."Nor is it meant to argue that conspiracy
thinking and paranoia are identical psychological processes. (Even the most
bizarreconspiracytheories are not necessarily the productof a paranoidmind.)
Rather, there are two goals to this analysis. First, it seeks to account for the
Middle East to make sense of
predilectionof many in the Arab-Iranian-Muslim
their worlds throughfrequentuse of the notion of conspiracy.Second, it seeks to
formulatea theory which clarifies the kinds of experiences that may predispose
individuals in the Middle East to certain ideational styles. Finally, we are not
certainof the validity of the notion of "Arab-Iranian
Muslim"culture. There are
obviously vast differences between people falling into these three categories.
However, the "family resemblances"between them seem to us to be sufficiently
substantialand relevantto justify the liberty of construingthe region as a single
unit for the present purpose.
This attempt to link conspiracy thinking with certain cultural elements,
while admittedly speculative, shares some basic assumptionswith the work of
the brilliantpsychoanalyst and anthropologistGeorge Devereux. Devereux argued for a concept of "ethnic psychosis" or neurosis, by which he meant two
things: first, that "the underlying conflict of the psychosis or neurosis is also
present in the majority of normal people," and second, that "the symptoms
characteristicof an ethnic neurosis or psychosis are not improvised, not invented, by the patient but are furnished ready-madeby his cultural milieu"
(Devereux, 1980, pp. 216-217). For example, Devereux thought that Western
culture predisposed its members, when they become mentally ill, to become
schizophrenics, and he catalogued the elements of Western culture that, he
thought, were responsible. In a similarmanner,we are proposingthat the prevalence of conspiracy thinking in Middle Easternsocieties may indicate that the
culunderlying"ethnicneurosis"or "ethnicpsychosis" of Arab-Iranian-Muslim
ture is paranoia,and that conspiracythinkingis a mild expression of this. This,
of course, is a hypothesis that is testable in various ways, including examining
incidence rates of paranoia. In the immediate context, however, Devereux's
insights provide a powerful way of conceptualizing the relationship between
culturalfactors and conspiracythinking.In what follows, threeaspects of Middle
Easternculture which may predispose its memberstoward conspiracy thinking
will be outlined-secrecy, early childhood experience, and sexuality.
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Secrecy in the Middle East
Secrecy is a powerful force in the Middle East world, and one of its most
pervasive culturalmanifestationsmay be associated with paranoia-likeideation
and conspiracy thinking-the widespread distinction between the "zahir," or
"outer," and the "batin," or "inner."' The anthropologistMichael Gilsenan
writes that
Of all the many factors that in differentcombinationsgo to make up a sheikh's authority,
perhapsthe ideological kernelis his knowledge of the innersecrettruth,the batin. Behind
the vain appearancesof the world (the zahir) is that which is real and true and answersto
God's hidden purposes(the batin). In northLebanon, the sense of this division of what is
merely seen with the eye and what is is fundamentalto the view that men have of the
everyday social world. It is particularlypresent in dealing with sheikhs, who may be of
holy lineages but who individually are known to have only too human qualities. To be
regardedas a sheikh in the fullest sense means that the individualhas to establish some
more personal reputationfor knowledge and insight into what the ordinary,lay eye does
not see. (Gilsenan, 1982, p. 116)

The distinction is especially significant given the predisposingfactors for
paranoid-like and conspiracy thinking. The zahir-batin distinction engenders
belief in the existence of a hidden, and thereforemore real, reality.Similarly,the
conspiracytheoristbelieves thathe alone understandsthe truthand can see things
as they really are, while those aroundhim are deceived by mere appearance.
Early Childhood Experience in the Middle East
In this section we will be reviewing some of the literatureon child-rearingin
Arab-Iranian-Muslim
culture. Because studiesof child-rearingwere an important
partof that school of anthropologyknown as "cultureand personality,"however,
we wish to emphasize that we are not endorsing that particularversion of the
relationshipbetween culture and psychology. In particular,we are not arguing
that the patterns of child-rearingwe describe issue in a particularpersonality
result or "modalpersonality."Indeed, though the existing literatureon the Middle East is sparse, there is a varietyof perspectiveson the questionof personality
and child-rearing.Kakar(1981), for example, examines early childhood experience in Hindu and Muslim India, and arrivesat conclusions that diverge somewhat from Bouhdiba's(which we discuss here);Kurtz(1992), in turn, looking at
'"Zahir"and "batin" are Arabic words, and in this paper we discuss mostly ethnographic and
psychological materialson Arab culture. However, it is importantto recognize that this kind of a
distinction is also found elsewhere. For example, in Iran, which falls into the culturalregion with
which we are dealing here, Mary Catherine Bateson et al. (1978) have drawn attention to an
"ethnocategory"of personalityknown as "safa-yibatin,""a certainintegrityand simplicity of action
and motivation. ... We believe it is this traitthat is centralto understandingthe culturalimage of a
positive personality"(Bateson et al., 1978, p. 262). Donald Levine has noticed a similarphenomenon in Africanculture. See his Waxand Gold: Traditionand Innovationin EthiopianCulture(1965).
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Hindu India specifically, criticizes Kakar's findings. What we argue, in this
section and in the paper,is thatcertaintypes of early experiencemay well pattern
future experiences.
Secrecy and multiple layers of reality figure in child-rearingpractices and
early childhood experience in Arab-Iranian-Muslimsociety. The Tunisianpsychoanalyst and sociologist Abdelwahab Bouhdiba (1977) sees Arab-Muslim
child development as a passage from a state of social marginalizationand total
immersion in the world of women, personifiedat first by the mother, througha
violent separationfrom that world, to gradualacceptanceinto the world of men.
He writes:
The separationfrom the mother is a tearing away from a world which, with the help of
time, will increasingly be perceived in a dream-aura.The more the paternal sense of
reality is imposed on the child, the more the world of motherswill be buriedin the depths
of an idealized past, and enveloped in fantasies. . . the man-womandichotomy hides the
dichotomy of the real and the unreal, the serious and the imaginary.(Bouhdiba,1977,
p. 131)

Bouhdibaalso notes thatthereare two basic "levels of humanexperience"for the
Arab male, rooted in the masculine and the feminine, a dichotomy which serves
as the structurefor the cognitive and affective polarizationsof later life. "Moreover, . . . they exist in a context of modernization,and are the origin of a series
of traumaticexperiences which profoundlythreatenthe psychic equilibriumof
the individual personality and the social equilibriumof the group" (Bouhdiba,
p. 131). He also lists a number of cultural traits relevant to the mother-child
relation which mold the personalityof the Arab-Muslimmale, including polysegmented socialization, initial attachmentto and then tearing away from the
mother, the image of a castrating father, the search for leadership inside the
family, conflict, frustration,and rage caused by the sudden terminationof an
overly stimulating attachmentto the mother, and the development of specific
forms of aggressivity (Bouhdiba, p. 135).
Bouhdiba's account suggests that even when all is normal, the Arab male
child is subjected to an emotionally violent experiential discontinuity and is
forced to make a sudden reevaluationof what is real and what is unreal. Yet as
Bouhdibaalso notes, all is not normalin the contemporaryArabfamily. Modernization and Westernizationhave touched the Arab-Muslimfamily in important
ways. In particular,because of rapidchanges in the educationalsystem and the
economy, the father is losing his traditionaldominationover the family at the
same that he is becoming more present in the family. Such changes have left
the family in a kind of emotional limbo, potentiallydamaging to the child.
On the one hand, the motherand child have not yet truly ceased to be marginal, yet the
fatheris himself tending to become so. It would be false to think that the child gains any
kind of liberationor emancipationfrom this situation.Left to himself, and havingto make
different and contradictorychoices from models maintainedin turn by his mother, his
father, his schoolmaster,and the street, the child is confrontedby distressing situations
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without now being able to rely on the active complicity and the compensation of his
mother. Today it is the totality of interpersonalrelationships which is threatenedby
disintegrationand divergence. (Bouhdiba 1977, p. 140)

Sexuality in the Middle East
Sexuality is anotherimportantfactor conducing to conspiracy thinkingbecause of its awesome salience in Arab-Iranian-Muslimsocieties and because it
belongs to the realm of the secret. (For a comprehensivediscussion of sexuality
in Muslim life and history, see Bouhdiba, 1985. For an outline of research on
homosexuality in the Middle East, see Dunne, 1990.) Cameron observes that
sexuality is almost always a heavily guardedsubjectand is unlikely to become a
topic of public discourse. As Cameron(1943, p. 36) notes, "It is easy to understandthe almost universalityof sexual involvementin paranoiddelusions. It is in
this sphere that failure to develop genuine social maturityis most frequently
encounteredin our culture. Sexual attitudesenter relatively seldom into social
communication. The ratio of sexual attitudes functioning in private to those
freely and genuinely sharedwith the communityis disproportionatelyhigh when
comparedwith most othercommonly held attitudes."It is, therefore,more likely
to supply the kinds of stressfulsituationsthatcan triggerparanoid-typeepisodes.
Similarly, for Meares, sexuality is highly valued and thus shared only infrequently and with utmost caution.
Sexuality is especially highly chargedin the Middle East. Bouhdiba(1977)
notes that the life of the adultArabmale is to a large degree centeredon women:
The most matureman, the most masculine, will never miss an occasion to re-create, to
restore, or to rediscoverthe uterinemilieu-whether throughmemory,mimic, dream, or
imagination. Alongside the real world is forged an exquisite and personal world of
compensation. A veritablerealm of mothersis founded, and far more than the queen of
the hearth or of the night, the Arab woman becomes the queen of the unconscious.
(Bouhdiba, 1977, p. 133)

Gilsenan (1982) also has observedthe importanceof sexuality and relates it
explicitly to the "zahir-batin"dichotomy-to secrecy. He says that sexuality and
reproduction"is the realm of the secrecy in social life, of purity and pollution,
danger and security. It is central to every memberof the society at the level of
personal identity, as a member of the social group, and of a whole culture that
formulates and proscribes certain strict conceptions of rules and sanctions for
sexual behaviorand for the reproductionof society throughits 'proper'conduct"
(Gilsenan, p. 117).
Sexuality can also be a source of dangerousconflict, as Gilsenan illustrates
by recounting an episode that occurredin a Lebanese village in which he was
living as an anthropologist.A mysteriousrupturein the friendshipof two young
men occurred. Although no one ever did find out what precipitatedit, friends of
the boys and other native observers presumed, because of the silence that both
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boys maintained about it, that the cause was some sex-related incident. The
whole affairwas so hedged with secrecy and so little amenableto discussion or
negotiationthat the boys' friends, Gilsenan included, were certainthat violence
would eruptbetween the friends if the crisis were not resolved. (It was resolved,
eventually, through the mediation of the local sheikh who brought about the
departurefrom the village of one of the boys.)
Gilsenan's anecdote illustrates how sexuality-especially homosexuality,
which seems to have been at the core of this particularincident-can resist
discussion. Shroudedas it is in secrecy, sexuality is often elaboratedto produce
unfortunateconsequences.
The psychological, sociological, and culturalunderpinningsof paranoidor
world.
paranoid-likeideationappearto be pervasivein the Arab-Iranian-Muslim
The consequence, we argue, is a propensityfor Muslim Arabs and Iraniansto
understandthe world in terms of conspiracies. A diverse repertoireof conspiratorialconstructionsis availablein these culturesfor the exercise of that propensity. Deeply ingrainedbeliefs about the enmity to Arabs and Islam of imperialism, bolshevism, Zionism, capitalism, Westernism,modernism, Judaism, and
Christianitytend to make these "isms," and individuals that represent them,
stock charactersin ready-madeconspiracydramas.
The consequence of all this is that Middle Easternersare more ready and
more able to engage in conspiracy thinking than are members of many other
cultural groups. Yet, ironically, such thinking is fundamentallyinimical to the
goals that Muslim Arabs and Iraniansseek to achieve. The liberation of their
nations from the pervasive and powerful challenges of foreign influence is less
likely to be achieved in an atmosphereof pervasive conspiracy thinking. For
conspiracy thinking is conducive not to liberatingaction but to crippling passivity, and what makes conspiracythinkingso soothing and gratifyingis in large
part its great capacity to rationalize, even valorize, passivity.
AUTHORS' NOTE
An earlier version of this paper was delivered at a conference in honor of
Lucian W. Pye, Professor of Political Science at the MassachusettsInstituteof
Technology, held at MIT May 28-30, 1991.
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